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We consider the variety Lang generated by all language structures
(P7 , } ,  , +, 0, 1), and the variety Lg of ordered algebras generated by
the structures (P7 , } ,  , 0, 1, ), where P7 is the powerset of 7*, and
where B } C is the complex concatenation of the languages B, C7*,
BC is their shuffle product, and B+C is their union. We prove that for
each finite set E of equations valid in Lang there is a (finite) model SE
of E in which some inequation valid in Lg fails. It follows that neither
variety is finitely axiomatizable. ] 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The variety Lang is the variety generated by all language structures
(P7 , } ,  , +, 0, 1), (1)
where P7 is the set of all languages on the alphabet 7, and where B } C is the
complex concatenation of the languages B, C7*,
B } C :=[uv : u # B, v # C],
BC is their shuffle product,
BC :=[u1v1 } } } unvn : u1 } } } un # B, v1 } } } vn # C, ui , vi # 7*, n0],
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and B+C is their union; 0=< and 1 is the singleton set containing the empty
word.
The operations preserve set inclusion. Thus, the structures
L7 :=(P7 , } ,  , 1, )
generate a variety of ordered algebras, Lg , the second variety of interest. There
is a close connection between these varieties. An inequation tt$ is valid in Lg
iff the equation t$=t+t$ is valid in Lang.
Our main theorem, Theorem 4.1, shows that for each finite set E of equations
valid in Lang there is a (finite) model SE of E in which some inequation valid in
Lg fails. (Whenever necessary, we regard an inequation tt$ as an abbreviation for
t$=t+t$.)
This result implies not only that the inequations valid in Lg are not finitely
axiomatizable, a result which was already proved in [BE 95], but that these inequa-
tions are not even finitely axiomatizable if one adds the expressive power of the
addition (union) operation. Theorem 4.1 also implies that Lang is not finitely
axiomatizable, a result which follows from the main theorem in [EB95]. In fact, it
is shown in [EB95] that Lang cannot be axiomatized by adding a finite number of
equations to all inequations valid in Lg . Thus, Theorem 4.1 and the main result
of [EB95] illustrate two independent aspects of the nonfinite axiomatizability of
shuffle.
Last, it follows from the proof of Theorem 4.1 that Lang cannot be axiomatized
by adding a finite number of shuffle semiring identities to the identities valid in all
Kleene algebras (P7 , +, } , *, 0, 1). (For L7*, L*=1+L+L2+ } } } .)
The arguments here and in [BE 95, EB95] have a similar structure but they differ
in many technical details. First an implication is proved; if there is a sequence of
posets with certain properties, then the required model exists. Then a sequence of
posets is defined and proved to have the required properties. The current paper,
aside from providing new information about the trace order, has the advantage that
the sequence of posets is much simpler than those in the earlier papers.
The unordered algebras (P7 , } ,  , 1) are examples of bimonoids; we will refer
to these structures as language bimonoids. A bimonoid M=(M, } ,  , 1) is a set
equipped with two monoid structures with the same neutral element; the operation
 is commutative. We call a structure (S, } ,  , +, 0, 1) a shuffle semiring if
(S, } ,  , 1) is a bimonoid, (S, +, 0) is an idempotent commutative monoid, and
the operations } and  distribute over all finite sums. In particular, the language
structures (1) are shuffle semirings.
The next three theorems give an outline of the structure of the argument.
The first theorem is obvious.
Theorem 1.1. Suppose for some set E of shuffle semiring equations, each of
which is valid in Lang, there is a model SE for E such that some inequation tt$ valid
in Lg fails to hold in SE (i.e., the equation t$=t+t$ is not true in SE). Then
v Lang is not axiomatizable by E, since t$=t+t$ is valid in Lang;
v Similarly, Lg is not axiomatizable by E.
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Theorem 1.2. Suppose that for each n1 we have posets Pn , P$n which satisfy
the hypotheses specified in Section 4.1. Then, for each finite set E of shuffle semiring
equations which are valid in Lang, there is a shuffle semiring SE such that SE is a
model of E together with all valid Kleene algebra identities, but some inequation valid
in Lg is not true in SE .
And last,
Theorem 1.3. There is a sequence of posets Pn , P$n which satisfies the hypotheses
in Section 4.1.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains some definitions and results
from [BE 96] in order to keep the paper self-contained. The results starting at
Proposition 3.7 through Corollary 3.17 are new. The metatheorem and some
corollaries are given in Section 4. Theorem 1.2 is proved in Section 5 and the
existence of the appropriate posets is proved in Section 6.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we review some definitions and results from Bloom and E sik
[BE 96].
Definition 2.1. A bimonoid M=(M, } ,  , 1) consists of a monoid (M, } , 1)
and a commutative monoid (M,  , 1). A bimonoid morphism M  M$ is a function
M  M$ which preserves the unit and the two binary operations.
The only connection between the two monoids in a bimonoid is the common
neutral element 1.
Definition 2.2. An ordered bimonoid (M, ) is a bimonoid M=(M, } ,  , 1)
whose underlying set M is equipped with a partial ordering  such that for all
x, y, a, b # M,
xa, yb O x } ya } b and xyab.
A morphism of ordered bimonoids is an order preserving bimonoid morphism.
A motivating example of an ordered bimonoid is the structure
L7 :=(P7 , } ,  , 1, )
and its two substructures R7 :=(R7 , } ,  , 1, ) and F7 :=(F7 , } ,  , 1, ),
where P7 is the collection of all subsets, R7 consists of the regular subsets, and F7
consists of the finite subsets of the free monoid 7*. The ordering on each bimonoid
is set inclusion. If f : A  B is a morphism of ordered bimonoids, we say f is
order-reflecting if xf yf  x y. Thus an order-reflecting morphism is necessarily
injective. Say that the ordered bimonoid A is an ordered subalgebra of the ordered
bimonoid B if there is an order-reflecting morphism A  B.
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Definition 2.3. A variety V of ordered bimonoids is a collection of ordered
bimonoids closed under products (ordered componentwise), ordered subalgebras,
and order-preserving morphic images.
There is an equivalent syntactic characterization. See below.
Definition 2.4. Let BiM(V) denote the collection of bimonoid terms built in the
usual way from the set of variables V. We write t(x1 , ..., xk) for a term containing
at most the variables x1 , ..., xk . If t # BiM(V), and x # V, we let |t|x denote the
number of occurrences of x in t, and define |t| as the sum x # V |t| x .
Of course, BiM(V), considered as an algebra with operations 1, } and  , is
freely generated by V in the class of all similar algebras. In particular, for any
bimonoid M, any function V  M extends uniquely to a morphism (i.e., operation
preserving function) BiM(V)  M.
By Bloom [Blo76], a variety of ordered bimonoids is the collection of all ordered
bimonoids which satisfy a set of inequations tt$, for certain bimonoid terms t, t$.
Any collection of ordered bimonoids is contained in a least variety of ordered
bimonoids.
Languages determine two varieties of bimonoids.
Notation. Lg denotes the variety of bimonoids generated by the language
bimonoids (P7 , } ,  , 1) and Lg denotes the variety of ordered bimonoids generated
by the ordered bimonoids of languages L7 .
Labeled posets with serial and parallel products form another example of a bimonoid.
An A-labeled poset P=(P, , l ) consists of a poset (P,  P), sometimes written
just (P, ), and an assignment of a letter vl in A to each vertex v in P. (Here P
denotes both the poset and the underlying set of elements or vertices of P. Thus the
expression v # P is meaningful.) When A is understood, we will say only labeled
poset. A morphism f : P  Q of A-labeled posets is a function P  Q which preserves
the ordering and labeling. We agree to identify isomorphic labeled posets, without
further mention. (Many authors call an isomorphism class of a labeled poset a pomset.)
To save space, we assume ‘‘poset’’ means ‘‘finite poset’’. The number of elements in
the poset P is denoted |P|. We write [n] for the set [1, 2, ..., n] of the first n
positive integers. We denote the empty poset by 1.
Two important operations on labeled posets are the sequential, or serial product
P } Q and parallel or shuffle product PQ. Given labeled posets P, Q, with disjoint
underlying sets,
P } Q :=(P _ Q, P } Q)
PQ :=(P _ Q, PQ),
where for v, v$ # P _ Q,
v P } Q v$  vP v$ or vQ v$ or (v # P and v$ # Q).
v PQ v$  v P v$ or v Q v$.
The labeling is extended to PQ and P } Q in the obvious way.
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Definition 2.5. The class of seriesparallel A-labeled posets is the least class
containing the empty poset 1 and the singleton poset a, labeled a, for each a # A,
which is closed under the operations P } Q, PQ. With these operations, this
structure forms a bimonoid denoted SP(A), or
(SP(A), } ,  , 1).
Remark 2.6. Grabowski [Gra81] and Valdes et al. [VTL81] found the following
N-condition to characterize the seriesparallel posets. A poset P is seriesparallel iff
there is no four-element subset [a, b, c, d]P whose only nontrivial order relation-
ships are given by
a<c, a<d, b<d.
A proof of this fact is given in Gischer [Gis88]. It follows from this characteriza-
tion that any subset of a seriesparallel poset, ordered with the inherited order, is
itself seriesparallel. This fact will be used several times without mention.
Notation. We let t [ t* be the unique morphism from BiM(A) to SP(A) which
takes the element a # A to the singleton poset a # SP(A).
Theorem 2.7 [Gis88]. If s, t are bimonoid terms built from the variables in A,
s=t is true in all bimonoids iff s*=t* in SP(A). Thus, SP(A) is freely generated
in the variety of all bimonoids by the set A.
We will impose an ordering on SP(A) making use of the alphabet 7(A), defined
below. Given the set A, let A be a set disjoint from A, and let
a [ a
be a bijection. Let 7(A) be the infinite alphabet
7(A) :=[a1 , a 1 , a2 , a 2 , ...].
Let h0: SP(A)  L7(A) be the unique bimonoid morphism satisfying
ah0 :=[a1 a 1 , a2a 2 , ..., ana n , ...],
for each a # A.
Remark 2.8. An expansion of a poset P # SP(A) is a poset P$ in SP(7(A)) obtained
from P by replacing each vertex v of P by a two-element chain v(1)<v(2). The
ordering in P$ is defined as follows:
v(i)v$( j)  v<v$ in P or v=v$ and i j # [2].
If v is labeled a in P, then for some i1, v(1) is labeled ai and v(2) is labeled a i .
Suppose that
v1v2 } } } vm
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is topological run, or linearization, of P$ (i.e., a bijection v : [m]  P$ such that
vi< P vj O i< j). The trace of this run is the word in 7(A)* formed by concatenat-
ing the labels of the vertices in the run. In [BE 96] it is shown that for any poset
P # SP(A), a word u belongs to Ph0 iff u is a trace of an expansion of P.
One of the fundamental facts about h0 , discovered independently by Tschantz, is
the following.
Theorem 2.9 [Tsc94, BE 96]. The morphism h0 is injective. It follows that Lg is
the variety of all bimonoids.
The morphism h0 may be used to define an ordering on SP(A).
Definition 2.10. For A-labeled posets P, Q in SP(A), PQ if Ph0 Qh0 .
Since h0 is injective, the relation  is a partial order on SP(A). We call this
partial ordering the trace ordering.
Remark 2.11. The trace order corresponds to the interval semiword preorder of
[Vog91] and the ST-trace preorder of [vG90, vG95]. Nevertheless, only internal
semiword equivalence and ST-trace equivalence, and not a partial order or a preorder,
are dealt with in these papers.
It is easy to check that the bimonoid operations preserve the trace order: for
posets in SP(A), if PP$ and QQ$, then
P } QP$ } Q$ and PQP$Q$.
Thus, (SP(A), ) is an ordered bimonoid in Lg .
There is another characterization of the trace ordering which requires some
preliminary definitions.
An admissible morphism of 7(A)* is a monoid endomorphism . : 7(A)*  7(A)*
such that for each letter a # A and each positive integer i there is some positive
integer j with
ai .=aj and a i.=a j .
Definition 2.12. The preorder C= on the set of words in 7(A)* is the least
reflexive and transitive relation which satisfies the following conditions. u C= u$ if,
for some words w, w$ and distinct letters ai , bj ,
u=wai bjw$ and u$=wbjaiw$; or (2)
u=wa i b jw$ and u$=wb ja iw$; or (3)
u=wa i bjw$ and u$=wbja iw$; or (4)
u=u$., for some admissible .. (5)
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Write u C& u$ if u C= u$ but not u$ C= u. We say a word u # Ph0 is a maximal trace
of P if there is no u$ # Ph0 with u C& u$.
Definition 2.13. We say that two words u, u$ in 7(A)* are weakly equivalent
if u can be obtained from u$ using the two interchange rules (2), (3), and rule
(5) restricted to bijective admissible morphisms .. Note that these three rules are
reversible.
If u is a (maximal) trace of P, so is any word weakly equivalent to u.
Lemma 2.14 [BE 96]. For posets P, Q in SP(A), Ph0 Qh0 iff for every maxi-
mal trace u in Ph0 there is some word u$ in Qh0 with u C= u$. Further, P=Q iff there
is some word u # Ph0 & Qh0 which is maximal in both Ph0 and Qh0 .
The following proposition is a special case of Theorem 2.2 in Gischer [Gis84].
See also [BE 96].
Proposition 2.15 [Gis84]. For P, Q # SP(A), the following are equivalent.
v PQ
v For every alphabet 7 and every bimonoid morphism g: SP(A)  L7 , PgQg.
This proposition is used to prove (SP(A), ) is free.
Theorem 2.16 [BE 96]. For any bimonoid terms s, t # BiM(A), st is valid in
Lg iff s*t* in SP(A). Thus, for each set A, (SP(A), ) is the ordered bimonoid
freely generated by A in the variety of ordered bimonoids Lg .
We make an observation about reverse.
Definition 2.17. The reverse Pr of a poset P # SP(A) is defined inductively.
1r :=1
ar :=a, a # A
(P } Q)r :=Qr } Pr
(PQ)r :=PrQr.
Clearly, (Pr)r=P, for all P # SP(A).
Proposition 2.8. For P, Q # SP(A), PQ iff PrQr.
Proof. Let g : A  P7 be any function assigning languages to the letters in A.
Let gr : A  P7 be the function which assigns the language (ag)r, the set of reverses
of words in ag, to each letter a # A. By induction on P, one can easily show that
Pgr=(Prg)r
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for any P # SP(A). Thus
PQ  \g(PgQg)
 \gr(PgrQgr)
 \g((Prg)r(Qrg)r)
 \g(PrgQrg)
 PrQr. K
The set of components of a seriesparallel poset is defined inductively: An empty
or a singleton poset has only itself as a component; if R has more than one vertex,
then its components are itself, together with all components of R1 and R2 , for all
decompositions of R as either R1 } R2 or R1 R2 , with nonempty R1 , R2 . Thus, for
example, 1 is not a component of any nonempty poset; the components of a } a are
itself and a.
There are syntactic equivalents to the notion of a component.
Proposition 2.19. The following are equivalent, for nonempty R, Q # SP(A).
(a) Q is a component of R.
(b) For some bimonoid term t(x1 , ..., xk) in which each variable xi , i # [k],
occurs exactly once, and some nonempty posets Qi # SP(A), i # [k], R=t(Q1 , ..., Qk)
and Q=Qj , for some j # [k].
(c) For some bimonoid term t(x1 , ..., xk) in which each variable xi , i # [k],
occurs at least once and for some nonempty posets Qi # SP(A), i # [k], we have
R=t(Q1 , ..., Qk) and Q=Qj , for some j # [k].
Proof. We prove (a) implies (b). If Q is a component of R and Q=R, then let
t(x1) :=x1 . If R=R1 R2 and Q is a component of R1 , say, let t1(x1 , ..., xk) be an
appropriate term and Qj , j # [k], be posets in SP(A) with R1=t1(Q1 , ..., Qk) in
SP(A). Now define t(x1 , ..., xk , xk+1) :=t1(x1 , ..., xk)xk+1 and let Qk+1=R2 .
Then t(Q1 , ..., Qk+1)=R and Q=Qi , for some i. The other cases are handled in the
same way.
Since (b) clearly implies (c), we prove (c) implies (a) by induction on the
structure of t. If t is a variable, then Q=R. If t is the constant 1, then R is empty.
Otherwise, say t=t1 } t2 , so that R=R1 } R2 where Ri=ti (Q1 , ..., Qk). But then Q
is a component of R1 if xj occurs in t1 ; otherwise Q is a component of R2 . The case
t=t1  t2 is similar. K
For later use, we note several other properties of the trace order.
Lemma 2.20. Suppose that PQ in SP(A). Then
1. For each a # A, the number of vertices of P labeled a, |P|a , is the same as
|Q|a . Thus |P|=|Q|.
2. The number of minimal elements in Q is at least the number of minimal
elements in P.
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3. The number of maximal elements in Q is at least the number of maximal
elements in P.
Due to the close correspondence between bimonoid terms and seriesparallel
posets noted in Theorem 2.7 and Theorem 2.16, we obtain the following fact.
Corollary 2.21. If s, t # BiM(A) are bimonoid terms such that the inequation
st is valid in Lg , then, for each a # A, |s|a , the number of occurrences of a in s,
is the same as |t|a .
3. CLOSED SETS OF POSETS
This section contains some new facts on the closed sets of seriesparallel posets,
where the closure of a set X of posets, cl(X ), is the set of all posets P such that
Ph0Q # X Qh0 . We will see that the relation between shuffle semiring terms and
closed sets of seriesparallel posets is the same as that between bimonoid terms and
the posets themselves.
Recall that a shuffle semiring (S, } ,  , +, 0, 1) is an algebra such that (S, } ,  , 1)
is a bimonoid, and (S, +, 0) is an idempotent commutative monoid, and both }
and  distribute over all finite sums, i.e.,
x } 0=0 } x=0
x0=0
x } ( y+x)=x } y+x } z
( y+z) } x=y } x+z } x
x ( y+z)=xy+xz.
A shuffle semiring morphism (S, } ,  , +, 0, 1)  (S$, } ,  , +, 0, 1) is a function
S  S$ which preserves all the constants and operations. Each shuffle semiring has
both a bimonoid and an ordered bimonoid as a reduct; if (S, } ,  , +, 0, 1) is a
shuffle semiring, let
SB :=(S, } ,  , 1)
be the underlying bimonoid, and let SO=(SB, ), where the ordering is defined
by:
st  t=s+t.
Remark 3.1. B (respectively, O) is a functor from the category of shuffle semi-
rings to the categry of bimonoids (respectively, ordered bimonoids). Both functors
have left adjoints.
Lang is the variety of shuffle semirings generated by the structures S7=(P7 , } ,  ,
+, 0, 1), and Lg is the variety of ordered bimonoids generated by the algebras S7O.
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It was shown in [BE 96] that if P # cl(B), then for any morphism g: SP(A)  L7 ,
PgQ # B Qg. A subset B of SP(A) is closed if B=cl(B). A set B of posets is
uniform if all posets in B have the same number of vertices.
We note some simple properties of the closed sets.
Lemma 3.2. For a set B of posets, cl(B) is uniform iff B is. Any principal ideal
(P]=[Q : QP] is a uniform closed set, and each closed set is also an ideal, i.e.,
downward closed. If B=cl(X) then Bh0=Xh0 . If X is finite, so is cl(X).
Note that if a # SP(A) is a singleton, (a]=[a].
Let I|(A) denote the collection of finitely generated (=finite) closed subsets of
SP(A), i.e., sets of the form cl(X ), for finite XSP(A). We impose the following
operations on the closed sets:
I } I$ :=cl([P } Q : P # I, Q # I$])
II$ :=cl([PQ : P # I, Q # I$])
I+I$ :=cl(I _ I$)
1 :=cl(1)
0 :=<.
It can be shown that the structure (I|(A), } ,  , +, 0, 1) is a shuffle semiring.
Definition 3.3. Let Ssr(A) denote the set of all shuffle semiring terms built
from variables in the set A. Clearly, BiM(A)/Ssr(A).
Of course, any function from the set A to a shuffle semiring S (or any algebra
similar to S) extends uniquely to an operation preserving morphism from Ssr(A) to S.
Notation. Let t [ t* denote the morphism from Ssr(A)  I|(A) determined by
the function which maps a # A to the principal ideal (a]=[a].
The following theorem is a useful tool.
Theorem 3.4 [BE 96]. An identity s=t between shuffle semiring terms in Ssr(A)
is valid in Lang iff s*=t* holds in I|(A), i.e., when each a # A is interpreted as the
principal ideal (a] in SP(A). Thus, the shuffle semiring (I|(A), } ,  , +, 0, 1) is
freely generated by the set A in Lang.
The next fact follows from the definition of the closure operation and slightly
extends Lemma 2.20.
Proposition 3.5. Suppose that P, Qj , j # [n], are posets in SP(A) and P #
cl(Q1 , ..., Qn). Let S[n] be the set of indices of those posets Qj such that |Qj |a=
|P|a for each a # A. Then P # cl(Qj : j # S).
A syntactic version of Proposition 3.5 is the following.
Corollary 3.6. Suppose that t, tj , j # [n] are bimonoid terms in BiM(A). Let
S[n] be the set of indices of those bimonoid terms tj such that |tj |a=|t| a , for each
a # A. The inequation tt1+...+tn is valid in Lang iff ti # S ti is.
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A set B of posets in SP(A) is independent if for each P # B, P  cl(B&[P]). It is
easily shown by induction that any finite subset of SP(A) has an independent subset
with the same closure. The same is true for arbitrary subsets of SP(A), since
P # cl(B) iff P # cl(Bn), where n is the number of vertices in P and where Bn is the
finite collection of n-element posets in B whose labels are the same as those in P.
Proposition 3.7. Suppose that B and C are independent subsets of SP(A) such
that cl(B)=cl(C). Then B=C.
Proof. It is enough to show that BC, so suppose that P # B. We use
Lemma 2.14. For each maximal word u in Ph0 , let Q(u) # C be a poset such that
u # Q(u) h0 . We claim that for at least one such word u, u is maximal in Q(u) h0 ,
so that P # C. Indeed, otherwise, for each maximal u # Ph0 , there is a word u$ #
Q(u) h0 with u C& u$, and hence a poset P(u$) # B with u$ # P(u$) h0 . But then
P # cl([P(u$) : u maximal in Ph0]), showing that B is not independent. K
Several facts follow.
Corollary 3.8. Suppose that (P]=cl(X). Then P # X. Further, if Ij , j # [n],
are closed sets with (P]=I1+ } } } +In , then (P]=Ij0 , for some j0 # [n], and
Ik (P], for all k # [n].
Proof. The second statement follows easily from the first. To prove the first, let
Y be an independent subset of X with the same closure. It follows that Y=[P]. K
We give a syntactic version of Proposition 3.7. We say that a sum nj=1 sj of
bimonoid terms is redundant in Lang if there is a proper subset S of [n] such that
the equation j # S sj=nj=1 sj is valid in Lang. Otherwise the sum is irredundant.
Corollary 3.9. Suppose that nj=1 sj=
m
i=1 ti is an equation between sums of
bimonoid terms in BiM(A) which is valid in Lang, where both sums are irredundant.
Then n=m and there is a permutation ? of [n] such that si=ti? is valid in Lang, and
hence in Lg, for each i # [n].
We will make use of the map SP(A)  I|(A) defined by
P [ (P].
We list some properties of this map.
Proposition 3.10. For any posets P, Q # SP(A),
(P] } (Q] = (P } Q]
(P] (Q] = (PQ]
1 = (1]
PQ  (P](Q].
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Thus, for any bimonoid term t(x1 , ..., xk) and any Pj # SP(A),
t((P1], ..., (Pk])=(t(P1 , ..., Pk)]
in I|(A).
3.1. Cancellation
We turn now to some cancellation properties of posets.
Definition 3.11. A poset R is  -cancellative, cancellative for short, if
R=PQ and P$QR O P$P.
Proposition 3.12. A poset R # SP(A) is cancellative iff Rr is cancellative.
Proof. Suppose that R is cancellative and that Rr=PQ and P$QPQ.
But then
(P$)rQrPrQr,
so (P$)rPr, since R is cancellative. It follows from Proposition 2.18 that P$P.
K
Proposition 3.13. Suppose that P # SP(A). Then P is cancellative iff whenever
I, J are closed sets in I|(A) such that (P]=IJ, then it follows that there are posets
Q, R # SP(A) with I=(Q], J=(R], so that P=QR.
Proof. First assume that P is cancellative. By Corollary 3.8, there are posets
Q # I, R # J with P=QR. Now if Q$ # I, the poset Q$R belongs to IJ=(P],
so that
Q$RQR.
Since P is cancellative, Q$Q. This shows I=(Q]. Similarly, J=(R].
Now suppose the condition holds and suppose that Q$RQR=P. Let
I=cl([Q, Q$]) and J=(R]. Then IJ=(P]. Hence I is principal, say I=(Q"] and
P=Q"R. But then Q"=Q and Q$Q, since Q$ # I. Indeed, by Corollary 3.8, either
Q"=Q and Q$Q, or Q"=Q$ and QQ$. But in the second case Q$RQR
Q$R, so that QR=Q$R and hence Q=Q$. Hence Q"=Q and Q$Q. K
Suppose that R is a poset in SP(A) with n+m vertices, where n, m>0. Let
v0v1 } } } v2(n+m)
be a topological run of an expansion R$ of R. The run is called n-balanced if for
each i2n such that vi=v(1) for some vertex v of R, there is a j2n with vj=v(2).
We say R is n-balanced if every topological run of an expansion of R is n-balanced.
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Equivalently, R is n-balanced if for each word w=uu$ in Rh0 , if u has length 2n,
then the number of occurrences of ai in u is the same as the number of occurrences
of a i in u, for each a # A.
For example, if R=P } Q, or RP } Q, where |P|=n, then R is n-balanced.
Lemma 3.14. Suppose that R has n+m vertices, where both n and m are positive.
Then R is n-balanced iff there are posets P, Q such that R=P } Q, where |P|=n and
|Q|=m.
Proof. We have already observed that if R is a composite P } Q where P has n
vertices, then R is n-balanced. To prove the converse, we use induction on n. In the
basis case, the fact that R is 1-balanced means that R has exactly one minimal
element which is not an isolated vertex, since m>0. Thus R is the composite of a
singleton with a poset of size m.
Now assume that n>1 and that R is n-balanced. Then no minimal vertex is
isolated. If v is a minimal vertex of R, let R$ denote the poset R&[v] obtained from
R by deleting v. R$ must be n&1-balanced. Indeed, if w is any topological run of
an expansion of R$, then v(1) v(2)w is a topological run of an expansion of R. Thus,
the prefix of w of length 2(n&1) must be n&1 balanced. By the induction assump-
tion then, R$=P$ } Q$, for some posets P$, Q$, where |P$|=n&1. Now let x1 , ..., xk
be all immediate successors of the vertex v in R. Either all of the successors are in
P$ or all are in Q$, since every vertex in P$ is less than each vertex in Q$.
Case 1. All immediate successors of v are in P$. Then if P=[v] _ P$, labeled
and ordered as in R, then R=P } Q$.
Case 2. All immediate successors are in Q$. In this case, the vertices x1 , ..., xk
are all of the minimal vertices of Q$. Otherwise, let s be a minimal vertex of Q$ not
an immediate successor of v and let w be any topological run of an expansion of
P$. Then there is a topological run of an expansion of R with the prefix
v(1) ws(1),
showing that R is not n-balanced. Thus, in this case let P denote the shuffle
product of the singleton v and P$, labeled as in R. We have shown that R=P } Q,
completing the induction. K
We now show that every poset in SP(A) is } -cancellative.
Proposition 3.15. For any posets P, Q, R # SP(A), RP } Q iff there are P$, Q$
with R=P$ } Q$ and P$P, Q$Q. Thus, if P$ } QP } Q, or Q } P$Q } P, for some
posets, P, P$, Q # SP(A), then P$P.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that both P and Q are non-
empty. We need prove only that if RP } Q, then R=P$ } Q$, for some P$P
and Q$Q. If RP } Q, where P has n vertices, then R is n-balanced, so by
Lemma 3.14, R=P$ } Q$ } for some P$ and Q$ with |P$|=|P| and |Q$|=|Q|. It
follows immediately that P$P and Q$Q. K
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Proposition 3.16. Suppose that P # SP(A) and that I, J are closed sets in I|(A)
with
(P]=I } J.
Then both I, J are principal ideals, say I=(Q] and J=(R], and P=Q } R.
Proof. Similar to that of Proposition 3.13. K
Corollary 3.17. Suppose that P is a nonempty poset in SP(A). Then every
component of P is cancellative iff the following holds. If t(x1 , ..., xk) is any bimonoid
term in which each variable xi occurs, i # [k], and if I1 , ..., Ik , are any nonempty
closed sets such that (P]=t(I1 , ..., Ik) in I|(A), then each closed set Ij is a principal
ideal, say Ij=(Qj], j # [k], and
P=t(Q1 , ..., Qk)
in SP(A)
Proof. First assume that every component of P is cancellative. In order to show
that the property holds, we use induction on the number n of operation symbols
in t. If n=0 and t is a variable, say x1 , then the hypothesis is that (P]=I1 , and
there is nothing to prove. If t is the constant 1, then P is empty, contradicting the
hypothesis.
Now assume n>0, so that t=t1  t2 or t=t1 } t2 . Suppose that t=t1  t2 . Then
(P]=JK,
where
J=t1(Ij1 , ..., Ijr)
K=t2(Ik1 , ..., Iks),
such that the variables which occur in t1 are exactly xj1 , ..., xjr and the variables
occurring in t2 are xk1 , ..., xks and
[k]=[ j1 , ..., jr , k1 , ..., ks].
By Proposition 3.13, there are posets Ri # SP(A), i # [2], with P=R1 R2 such
that J=(R1] and K=(R2]. We may assume that both r and s are positive or one
of R1 , R2 is the empty poset. But in this case, each is a component of P and we
may apply the induction hypothesis to each. It follows that each of the ideals
Ij1 , ..., Ijr and Ik1 , ..., Iks is principal, say Ij=(Qj], and that P=t(Q1 , ..., Qk).
The case t=t1 } t2 is handled in the same way, using Proposition 3.16.
Now assume that the property holds. Let Q be some component of P. Then,
by Proposition 2.19, there is a bimonoid term t(x1 , ..., xk) in which each variable
xi , i # [k], occurs, and nonempty posets Qi # SP(A) with P=t(Q1 , ..., Qk), and
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Q=Qi , for some i # [k]. If Q is not cancellative, then by Proposition 3.13,
(Q]=IJ for some closed sets I, J not both of which are principal. Then, let
t$=t$(x1 , ..., xk+1) be the term obtained from t by replacing xi by xi xk+1 ,
let Ij=(Qj], for j # [k], j{i; let Ii=I, and Ik+1=J. Then
(P]=t$(I1 , ..., Ik+1),
but not all Ij are principal, a contradiction. K
4. THE METATHEOREM
In this section we restate the metatheorem which will be applied immediately to
give the axiomatizability result.
Theorem 4.1. Let A be the singleton set [a]. Suppose that for each n1 we
have posets Pn , P$n which satisfy the hypotheses listed below in Section 4.1. Then, for
each finite set E of shuffle semiring equations which are valid in Lang, there is a
( finite) shuffle semiring SE and bimonoid terms t, t$ in one variable such that each
equation in E is valid in SE , the inequation tt$ is valid in Lg  but is not true in
SE .
In fact, the proof shows that SE and the terms t, t$ are obtained effectively from
the set E.
Two important facts follow immediately from this result and the fact that such
a sequence of posets exists. See Section 6.
Corollary 4.2. Lang is not finitely axiomatizable.
Proof. Note that for bimonoid terms t, t$, the inequation tt$ is valid in Lg
iff t+t$=t$ is valid in Lang. Thus, if E is a finite set of equations which is complete
for Lang, then E is also complete for the valid inequations in Lg , which is
impossible by Theorem 4.1. K
Corollary 4.3. Lg is not finitely axiomatizable, even by shuffle semiring
identities valid in Lang.
From the compactness theorem, we obtain an apparently stronger result.
Corollary 4.4. Lg is not axiomatizable by a finite set of first order sentences
valid in Lang.
Indeed, any first order sentence valid in Lang follows from a finite number of
shuffle semiring identities valid in Lang. Thus, the result follows from Corollary 4.3.
The construction of SE will yield the following corollary.
Corollary 4.5. The structure (SE , } ,  , +, 0, 1) may be enriched by a unary
operation x [ x* such that (SE , } , +, *, 0, 1) satisfies all equations valid in all Kleene
algebras (P7 , } , +, *, 0, 1), where * is the Kleene star operation. Thus, neither Lg
nor Lang is axiomatizable by adding a finite set of shuffle semiring identities valid in
Lang to all valid Kleene algebra identities.
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Remark 4.6. In [BE 95], a similar metatheorem was given to show that Lg is
not finitely axiomatizable. See Remark 6.13 below. This result is strengthened by
Corollary 4.3 above. In [EB95], it is shown that Lang is not axiomatizable by
a finite number of shuffle semiring identities together with all inequations valid
in Lg .
4.1. The Hypotheses
Recall A=[a]. The assumptions on the posets Pn , P$n # SP(A) are the following.
H1. Pn<P$n in the trace ordering.
H2. If (Pn]cl(X)/(P$n], then Pn # X.
H3. There are no nonempty posets P, Q # SP(A) with P$n=P } Q.
H4. Each component of P$n is cancellative.
H5. There are no nonempty posets PP$, QQ$ such that
Pn=PQ
P$n=P$Q$.
H6. Suppose that t, t$ are bimonoid terms such that the set of variables
occurring in each term is [x1 , ..., xk]. If Pn=t(Q1 , ..., Qk) and P$n=t$(Q1 , ..., Qk) in
SP(A), then |t|>n; i.e., the number of occurrences of variables in t is at least n+1.
We note two immediate consequence of the hypotheses. From Hypotheses (H1) and
(H2) it follows that Pn is an immediate predecessor of P$n in the trace order. Also, the
number of elements in both Pn and P$n is larger than n, by Hypothesis (H6).
5. PROOF OF THE METATHEOREM
We assume throughout this section that A=[a]. Suppose we have a sequence of
posets Pn , P$n , n1, in SP(A) satisfying the hypotheses above. Let E be a finite set
of shuffle semiring identities valid in Lang.
Theorem 5.1. There is a finite shuffle semiring SE and an inequation tt$
between bimonoid term t$ in one variable such that SE is a model of E and such that
tt$ is valid in Lg but does not hold in SE .
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of this theorem.
We define the integer n by
n=max[ |t| : t occurs in E].
Let A denote the set of all closed subsets of SP(A) which are either not uniform
or contain a poset of size greater than |Pn |. Define an equivalence relation t on
I|(A) as follows:
ItJ  I=J or I, J # A.
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It is clear that the operations } ,  , + on I|(A) preserve this equivalence, so that
F :=I|(A)t
is another shuffle semiring in Lang. The elements in this structure are the uniform
closed sets containing posets of size at most that of Pn , together with one element,
say 0, which represents the congruence class A.
Lemma 5.2. Suppose that J1+J2=0 in F. Then either Ji=0, for some i # [2],
or J1 _ J2 is not uniform.
The shuffle semiring SE will be obtained by slightly modifying the structure of F.
Let
Z0 :=(P$n]&[Pn].
The underlying set of SE consists of Z0 together with all elements of F except the
principal ideal (P$n].
Let . : SE  F denote the bijection
I. :={(P$n]I
if I=Z0
otherwise,
which is the identity on SE&[Z0] and which takes Z0 to (P$n]. We define the
operations } ,  , +, 0, 1 on SE as follows. For I, J # SE ,
I } J :=(I. } J.) .&1
IJ :=(I.J.) .&1
I+J :={0(I.+J.) .&1
if Pn # I _ J and cl(I _ J)=(P$n]
otherwise
0 :=<
1 :=cl(1).
Note that if I+J{0, so that neither I nor J is 0, then I+J=(cl(I. _ J.)) .&1.
By definition, . preserves the bimonoid operations and those sums whose value is
not 0. Thus, we deduce the following fact.
Corollary 5.3. For any J1 , ..., Jk # SE , and for any bimonoid term t(x1 , ..., xk)
and any shuffle semiring term t$(x1 , ..., xk),
t(J1 , ..., Jk) .=t(J1 ., ..., Jk.) in F
t$(J1 , ..., Jk){0 O t$(J1 , ..., Jk) .=t$(J1 ., ..., Jk .) in F.
We need to know just how the operation in SE differ from those in F.
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Lemma 5.4. Suppose that t=t(x1 , ..., xk) is a shuffle semiring term which
does not contain 0 such that the variables occurring in t are exactly x1 , ..., xk . Let
J1 , ..., Jk # SE . If Ji=0, for some i # [k], then t(J1., ..., Jk.)=0 in F and
t(J1 , ..., Jk)=0 in SE .
Now suppose that none of J1 , ..., Jk is 0.
1. If t(J1., ..., Jk .)=0 in F then
t(J1., ..., Jk .) # A in I|(A)
t(J1 , ..., Jk)=0 in SE .
2. If I=t(J1 ., ..., Jk.){0 in F, then
t(J1., ..., Jk .)=I in I|(A).
3. If t(J1., ..., Jk .)=(P$n] in F, then
t(J1 , ..., Jk) # [Z0 , 0] in SE .
4. If t(J1., ..., Jk.)=I in F, where I # SE&[(P$n], 0], then Ji # SE&
[Z0 , 0], Ji.=Ji for all i # [k], and
t(J1 , ..., Jk)=I in SE .
We omit the simple inductive argument proving Lemma 5.4.
Corollary 5.5. Suppose that t=t(x1 , ..., xk) and t$=t(x1 , ..., xk) are shuffle semi-
ring terms which have no occurrence of 0 and which contain precisely the variables
x1 , ..., xk . Suppose that J1 , ..., Jk # SE and that
I=t(J1 , ..., Jk){t$(J1 , ..., Jk)=I$ in SE ,
but
t(J1., ..., Jk .)=t$(J1 ., ..., Jk .) in F.
Then none of J1 , ..., Jk is 0 and [I, I$]=[Z0 , 0]. Further, in F and thus in I|(A),
t(J1., ..., Jk .)=(P$n].
In a number of lemmas, we show that SE is a shuffle semiring satisfying the
conclusions of the metatheorem. Since the bimonoid operations in SE are preserved
by ., we only need to consider those properties involving the sum operation.
Most of the parts of the following lemma follow from the definition of addition
in SE .
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Lemma 5.6. Suppose that I, J # SE&[0].
(a) I+J=Z0 in SE iff cl(I _ J)=(P$n] and Pn  I _ J.
(b) If I _ JZ0 , then I+JZ0 .
(c) I+J=0 iff I _ J is not uniform or cl(I _ J)=(P$n] and Pn # I _ J.
(d) In all other cases, I+J=cl(I _ J).
(e) Thus, if I+J{0 in SE , then I _ JI+J and cl(I+J)=cl(I _ J).
Proof. We need to prove only part (b). Note that if I _ JZ0 , then I+J=
(cl(I _ J)) .&1. If cl(I _ J)=(P$n], then I+J=Z0 . Otherwise, cl(I _ J)/cl(Z0)=
(P$n], so that I+J=cl(I _ J). By Hypothesis (H2), if Pn # I+J=cl(I _ J)/(P$n],
then Pn # I _ J, contradicting the assumption that I _ JZ0 . Thus, I+J(P$n]&
[Pn]=Z0 . K
Lemma 5.7. For all I, J, K # SE ,
I+0 = 0+I=I
I+J = J+I
I+I = I
(I+J)+K=Z0  I, J, KZ0 and cl(I _ J _ K)=(P$n] (6)
 I+(J+K)=Z0 . (7)
Proof. We prove only (6), since (7) is similar. Suppose (I+J)+K=Z0 . Then
by Lemma 5.6, part (a), (I+J) _ KZ0 and cl((I+J) _ K)=(P$n]. But
(P$n]=cl((I+J) _ K )
=cl(cl(I+J) _ K)
=cl(cl(I _ J) _ K), by Lemma 5.6(e),
=cl(I _ J _ K ).
Also, since I _ JI+J, we have I _ J _ KZ0 .
Now suppose that I, J, KZ0 and cl(I _ J _ K )=(P$n]. Then, by Lemma 5.6 (e),
(P$n]=cl(cl(I _ J) _ K )
=cl(cl(I+J) _ K ),
so that (I+J)+K=Z0 , since I+JZ0 , by Lemma 5.6(b). K
Corollary 5.8. For all I, J, K # SE , (I+J)+K=I+(J+K).
Proof. By Corollary 5.5, the only possible exception to associativity is if one
side is Z0 and the other is 0. But by Lemma 5.7, this is impossible. K
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Lemma 5.9. In SE , serial product distributes over all finite sums on both sides;
i.e., for any I, J, K in SE ,
I } 0=0 } I=0
I } (J+K)=I } J+I } K (8)
(J+K) } I=J } I+K } I.
Proof. We prove only (8), making use of Corollary 5.5. Assume that I } (J+K)
=Z0 . Then in F and I|(A), I. } (J+K) .=(P$n]. Since P$n has no nontrivial
sequential decomposition, either I.=1 or (J+K) .=1, by Corollary 3.17. In
the first case, I=1 and (8) holds. In the second, by Corollary 5.3, (J+K) .=
J.+K.=1, so that J=K=1 and again (8) holds.
Now assume that I } J+I } K=Z0 in SE . Then, by Corollary 5.3 I. } J.+I. } K.
=(P$n]. By Proposition 3.16, either I. } J.=(P$n] or I. } K.=(P$n]. Assume
I. } J.=(P$n]. Since P$n has no nontrivial sequential decomposition, either I=1 or
J=1, as before. If I=1, (8) holds. If J=1, then K=1 and again (8) holds. K
Lemma 5.10. For any I, J, K in SE ,
I0=0
I (J+K)=IJ+IK.
Proof. We prove only the second equation, using Corollary 5.5.
First, suppose that I (J+K)=Z0 , so that in F, I. (J+K) .=(P$n]. But
then, using Hypothesis (H4), Corollary 5.3, and Corollary 3.17, there are nonempty
posets P$, Q$ with I.=(P$], (J+K) .=J.+K.=(Q$] and P$n=P$Q$. By
Corollary 3.8, Q$ # J. _ K.. Without loss of generality, assume Q$ # J.. Then
K.J., so that in F,
I.K.+I.J.=I.J.
=(P$] (Q$]
=(P$n].
Now, either I.K.=(P$n] in F or I.K./(P$n]. In the first case, IK=
IJ=Z0 in SE , so that IJ+IK=Z0+Z0=Z0 in SE . In the second case, if
we can show that Pn  I.K., we may conclude that in SE , IK+IJ=
IK+Z0=Z0 , since K.J.. To derive a contradiction, assume Pn belongs to
I.K.. Then
Pn # cl([PQ : P # I., Q # K.])/(P$n].
By Hypothesis (H2), there are PP$, QQ$ with Pn=PQ. This contradicts
Hypothesis (H5), since P$n=P$Q$.
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Now suppose that
IJ+IK=Z0 in SE . (9)
Without loss of generality we may assume I{1. Then, applying . to both sides,
I.J.+I.K.=(P$n] in F. Now by Corollary 3.8, P$n belongs to I.J. say,
so that P$n=PQ, for some P # I. and some Q # J.. By Proposition 3.13,
I.=(P] and J.=(Q]. Further, K.J.. Indeed, if Q$ # K., PQ$ # I.K.,
so PQ$ # (P$n], i.e., PQ$PQ. But since P$n is cancellative, Q$Q. Now
J+K{0 in SE , since I{1 and (9) holds. Thus, in F,
(P$n]=I.J.
=I. (J.+K.)
=I. (J+K) .
=(I (J+K)) .,
showing that I (J+K)=Z0 in SE . K
Corollary 5.11. SE is a shuffle semiring.
Proof. We have shown that both  and } distribute over all finite sums, and
that (SE , +, 0) is a commutative monoid. The fact that (SE , } ,  , 1) is a bimonoid
follows from the fact that . preserves the bimonoid operations. K
Lemma 5.12. Suppose that t is a bimonoid term and t$ is a shuffle semiring term
such that |t|n. If tt$ is valid in Lang then tt$ is true in SE .
Proof. We may write t$=ki=1 tj , for some bimonoid terms tj , j # [k], using the
fact that SE is a shuffle semiring. By Proposition 3.6, we may assume that the set
of variables which occur in t and each term tj is the set [x1 , ..., xr]. Last, we may
assume that no term contains the constant 0 or 1.
If tt$ does not hold in SE , there are elements Jj {0, j # [r] in SE , such that
t(J1 , ..., Jr) t$(J1 , ..., Jr) in SE . Thus, since t$=t+t$ holds in F,
t$(J1 , ..., Jr)=Z0
t(J1 , ..., Jr)+t$(J1 , ..., Jr)=0.
It follows that no Ji=0, or else t(J1 , ..., Jr)=0. By Corollary 5.3,
t$(J1 , ..., Jr) .=t$(J1., ..., Jr.)
t(J1 , ..., Jr) .=t(J1., ..., Jr .).
Since t(J1., ..., Jr.)t$(J1., ..., Jr.)=(P$n] in F,
t(J1., ..., Jr.)(P$n].
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Equality cannot hold, or else t(J1 , ..., Jr)+t$(J1 , ..., Jr)=Z0+Z0=Z0 in SE ,
and t$(J1 , ..., Jr)=Z0 in SE , contradicting the assumption that t t$ in SE . Also,
Jj {Z0 , for any j # [r], or else t(J1 ., ..., Jr.)(P$n]. Indeed, Z0.=(P$n] and if
J{0 in F,
J x (P$n]=(P$n] x J={(P$n]0
if J=1
otherwise,
where x is a bimonoid operation. Hence, since Jj {Z0 , Jj.=Jj , for all j # [k].
Since t(J1 , ..., Jr)+t$(J1 , ..., Jr)=t(J1 , ..., Jr)+Z0=0 in SE , Pn # t(J1 , ..., Jr). It
follows that in I|(A),
(Pn]t(J1 , ..., Jr)/(P$n]
t$(J1 , ..., Jr)=(P$n].
By Hypothesis (H4), Corollary 3.8, and Corollary 3.17, there are some posets
Qj # Jj , j # [r], such that
Jj=(Qj]
P$n=tj0(Q1 , ..., Qr) (10)
hold in SP(A), for some j0 , 1 j0k. Now
t((Q1], ..., (Qr])=(t(Q1 , ..., Qr)]
by Proposition 3.10, and (t(Q1 , ..., Qr)]=cl([t(Q1 , ..., Qr)]). Thus, by Hypothesis
(H2),
Pn=t(Q1 , ..., Qr). (11)
But the two equations (10) and (11) contradict Hypothesis (H6), since |t|n. K
Corollary 5.13. SE satisfies all equations in E.
Proof. Suppose that s=t is a shuffle semiring identity in E. Using the fact that
the bimonoid operations distribute over all sums, we may assume that s= sj and
t= ti , for some bimonoid terms sj , ti . Now if s=t fails in SE , then an inequation
sj ti or ti sj fails in SE . But |sj | , |ti |n, all i, j, by definition of n, contradic-
ting Hypothesis (H6). K
We complete the proof of the metatheorem. Let t(x), t$(x) be bimonoid terms
such that (Pn]=t((a]) and (P$n]=t$((a]) in F (and in I|(A)). Since Pn<P$n by
Hypothesis (H1), the inequation tt$ is valid in Lang. But, tt$ fails in SE , since
t(a)+t$(a)=(Pn]+Z0=0 in SE . K
It is well known that the identities valid in all Kleene algebras are not finitely
axiomatizable. But Pratt [Pra90] showed that if one adds two natural operations
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to the regular set operations, the set of identities (in the larger set of operations)
which are valid in regular sets is finitely axiomatizable. We show that the addition
of the Kleene star operation to the shuffle semiring operations does not avoid the
nonfinite axiomatizability results for Lang.
Since SE is finite and the sum operation is idempotent, we may extend the sum
operation to countably indexed families by defining it as the least-upper bound of
the family. In this way, SE has the structure of an (|-complete and) |-idempotent
semiring. Define I* as the value of the geometric sum 1+I+I2+... This function
has a simple description in SE :
I*={10
if I=0 or I=1
otherwise.
Proposition 5.14. Each identity valid in all Kleene algebras holds in SE .
Proof. In Bloom and E sik [BE 93], it was shown that each identity valid in all
Kleene algebras holds in all |-complete, |-idempotent semirings. K
Corollary 5.15. There is no finite set E of shuffle semiring identities which are
valid in Lang such that E together with the infinite set of identities valid in all Kleene
algebras is complete for Lg or Lang.
6. THE SEQUENCE OF POSETS
At last, we define the posets Pn , P$n and show they satisfy the hypotheses in
Section 4.1.
If Q # SP(A), n0, nQ denotes the n-fold shuffle product of Q with itself.
nQ :=Q } } } Q
n
In particular, 0Q is the empty poset. Now let Q0=a } a and Q1=aa. Recall that
A=[a].
Definition 6.1. For each n1, define the posets Pn , P$n # SP(A) as follows.
Pn :=(2n+1) Q0 . (12)
P$n :=(a } Q1) (Q1 } a) (n&1)(Q1 } Q1). (13)
In pictures, Pn is
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and P$n is
The poset Pn has one maximal trace, up to weak equivalence (Definition 2.13). For
convenience in reading the trace, we abbreviate the letter a2n+1+i by bi , for
1i2n+1. The maximal trace mn of Pn is
mn=a1 a2 } } } a2n+1a 1b1a 2 b2 } } } a 2n+1b2n+1b 1 } } } b 2n+1 .
Proposition 6.2. For each n1, Pn<P$n . Thus Hypothesis (H1) is satisfied.
Proof. It is clear that the maximum trace of Pn is also a trace of P$n . The
labeling of the component a } Q1 should be
b1b 1 b2b 2
a1a 1
and the labeling of the component Q1 } a should be
b2n+1 b 2n+1
a2na 2n a2n+1a 2n+1 K
In order to prove the next proposition, we will use the fact, proved below in
Lemma 6.8, that the poset P$n is cancellative.
Proposition 6.3. For each n1, if (Pn]cl(X)/(P$n], then Pn # X. Thus
Hypothesis (H2) is satisfied.
Proof. The word mn is a trace of some P in X. Since Pn has (essentially) one
maximal trace, PnP. Thus, we will show that PnPP$n O P=Pn or P=P$n .
Note that since both Prn=Pn and P$n=Pn$
r, we also have PnPrP$n , by
Proposition 2.18.
Clearly P must have 4n+2 vertices, and exactly 2n+1 minimal and 2n+1 maxi-
mal vertices, and thus no isolated vertex. Since P # SP(A), P is the shuffle product
of connected components of the form
Rkl :=(ka) } (la),
where k, l1. Call the integer l&k the weight of Rkl .
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There can be no component of weight greater than 1 in P. Otherwise, there is a
word
a2n+1a kak+2v
in Ph0 , for some word v, but there is no such word in P$nh0 . For the same reason,
there cannot be two components of positive weight. Hence, since the sum of the
weights of all components is 0, either each component has weight 0, or there is
exactly one of weight 1, one of weight &1, and the rest of weight 0. In the first case,
P=Pn since mn is a trace of P.
Now assume P has exactly one component of weight 1 and one of weight &1.
We will show that in this case P=P$n .
The component of weight 1 is a } Q1 , since PnP. Since PnPrP$n , the
component of P of weight &1 must be Q1 } a. Thus,
P=a } Q1 Q1 } a}
i
kiRti, ti
for some positive integers ti and nonnegative integers ki . Since PnP, it is easy to
see that ti # [1, 2]. Thus,
P=a } Q1 Q1 } am1(Q1 } Q1)m2(a } a).
But m2=0 and m1=n&1. Indeed,
m2(a } a)m$(Q1 } Q1),
where m$=(n&1)&m1 , since PP$n and P$n is cancellative. This last inequation
holds iff both sides are the empty poset. Thus, in this case P=P$n . K
The next hypothesis is obviously valid.
Proposition 6.4. For each n1, P$n has no nontrivial sequential decomposition.
Thus Hypothesis (H3) holds.
We now verify that each component of P$n is cancellative. First note that aside
from the singleton a and the poset Q1 , both of which are cancellative, a component
of P$n has one of the following forms:
Rm :=m(Q1 } Q1), m>0
Sm :=(a } Q1)m(Q1 } Q1), m0
Tm :=(Q1 } a)m(Q1 } Q1), m0
Um :=(a } Q1) (Q1 } a)m(Q1 } Q1), m0.
We use essentially the same kind of argument in each case to show these posets are
cancellative. If R is one of these posets, assume QP=R and QP$R. We then
take some trace u of P$ (always assumed not to contain the letters a1 , a2) and then
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form a trace of QP$ of the form ?u_, where ?_ is a trace of Q on the letters ai ,
a i , i # [2]. The suffix _ is a word on a 2 , which shows that a2a 2 must label a maxi-
mal vertex of R, and the prefix ? will show that a1a 1 must label a minimal vertex
of R. We then are able to conclude that u is a trace of P, showing that P$P, as
required.
In the arguments, we specify the prefix ? of the trace of Q. The suffix is then
uniquely determined.
Lemma 6.5. Each poset Rm=m(Q1 } Q1), m0, is cancellative.
Proof. We may assume that m>1. If PQ is a nontrivial decomposition of
Rm , then Q=Rk , for some 1k<m, and P=Rl , where k+l=m. If Rk P$
Rk Rl , we will use induction on k to prove the following:
\k, l(Rk P$Rk+l O P$Rl).
Suppose that R1 P$R1 Rl , and let u be a trace of P$ which does not contain
the letters a1 , a2 . The word (a1a1 a 1a 1 a2a2) u(a 2 a 2) is a trace of R1 P$ and hence
is a trace of Rk+l . But then u must be a trace of Rl , showing that P$Rl=P.
If k>1 and Rk P$Rk+l=Rk Rl , then R1  (Rk&1 P$)R1 (Rk&1 Rl).
By the base case, Rk&1 P$Rk&1 Rl . But then, by the induction hypothesis,
P$Rl . K
Lemma 6.6. Each poset Sm=a } Q1 m(Q1 } Q1), m0, is cancellative.
Proof. Assume that
Sm=PQ
for some nonempty P, Q and that P$QPQ. There are two cases to consider.
Case 1. Q=a } Q1 k(Q1 } Q1)=a } Q1 Rk , for some 0k<m. Thus, letting
u be a trace of P$ as before which does not contain the letters a1 , a2 , let ? be
(a1a 1 a2a2)(a1a1 a 1a 1 a2 a2)k.
Then ?u_ is a trace of P$Q and thus of Sm . It follows that u is a trace of P, so
that P$P.
Case 2. Q=k(Q1 } Q1)=Rk , for some 1k<m, and therefore P=Sl , where
k+l=m. We again use induction on k to prove
\k, l(Rk P$Sk+l O P$Sl).
The basis case k=1 is treated as before. If u is a trace of P$, then
(a1a1 a 1a 1a2a2) u(a 2 a 2) is a trace of R1 P$ and hence of Sm . Note that if one
deletes the component a } Q1 and a minimal vertex of a component Q1 } Q1 from
Sm , one obtains Sm&1 . Using this fact, it follows that u is a trace of Sm&1.
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If k>1 and Rk P$Sm , then R1  (Rk&1 P$)S1+m&1. By the base case,
Rk&1 P$Sm&1. Thus, using the induction hypothesis, P$Sl . K
Lemma 6.7. Each poset Tm=(Q1 } a)m(Q1 } Q1), m0, is cancellative.
Proof. Note that T rm=Sm . Hence, by Lemmas 6.6 and 3.12, Tm is cancellative.
K
Lemma 6.8. For each m0, the poset
Um=(Q1 } a) (a } Q1)m(Q1 } Q1) (14)
is cancellative.
Proof. Assume that Um=PQ, and that P$QUm , for nonempty posets P, Q.
Case 1. Q=Rk=k(Q1 } Q1), so that P=Ul , where k+l=m. Again, we use
induction on k to prove
\k, l(Rk P$Uk+l O P$Ul).
The base case has all the action, and again we consider the word
(a1a1a 1a 1a2a2) u(a 2 a 2)
where u is a trace of P$. This word is a trace of R1 P$ and hence a trace of U1+l .
It follows that u is a trace either of Ul or of
where there are m copies of R1=Q1 } Q1 . But (a } a) (Q1 } Q1)<a } Q1 Q1 } a. In
pictures,
Thus, in either case, u is a trace of Ul .
The inductive step follows easily as before.
Case 2. Q=(a } Q1)Rk=Sk and P=(Q1 } a) l(Q1 } Q1)=Tl , with k+l=m.
We use induction on k to prove
\k, l(Sk P$Uk+l O P$Tl).
If k=0, we use the word
(a1a 1 a2a2) u(a 2a 2),
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where u is a trace of P$. Clearly, u is a trace of Tl . To prove the base case k=1
we consider the word
(a1a 1a2a2)(a1a2 a 1a 1 a2a2) u(a 2 a 2)2.
It follows easily that u is a trace of Tl . The inductive step is again easy and is
omitted.
Case 3. Q=(Q1 } a)k(Q1 } Q1)=Tk , so that P=(a } Q1) l(Q1 } Q1)=Sl ,
with k+l=m. This case is handled similarly to Lemma 6.7, using Case 2.
Case 4. Q=(a } Q1) (Q1 } a)k(Q1 } Q1)=Uk , so that P=l(Q1 } Q1)=Rl
with k+l=m.
We use induction on k to prove
\k, l(Uk P$Uk+l O P$Rl).
The details are by now routine. K
We have now considered all of the possible components of P$n .
Corollary 6.9. For each n1, each component of P$n is cancellative. Hence
Hypothesis (H4) is satisfied.
Proposition 6.10. For each n1, there are no nonempty posets PP$, QQ$
with Pn=PQ, and P$n=P$Q$. Thus Hypothesis (H5) is satisfied.
Proof. Suppose that Pn=PQ. Then
P=k(a } a) and Q=l(a } a), k+l=2n+1.
P has a trace u of the following form:
uk :=ak1(a 1a2)
k a k2 .
The case k=1 is impossible, since no component of P$n has size 2. If k2, suppose
some component has trace uk . Then no component of P$n has such a trace unless
k=3. In this case P$=(a } A1) (Q1 } a) has uk as a trace, but then there is no Q$
with P$Q$=P$n and QQ$. K
We arrive at the last hypothesis.
Theorem 6.11. Suppose n1. If Pn=t(Q1 , ..., Qk) and P$n=t$(Q1 , ..., Qk),
for some bimonoid terms t, t$ such that the set of variables occurring in each is
[x1 , ..., xk], then x |t|x>n; i.e., the number of occurrences of variables in t is at
least n+1. Thus Hypothesis (H6) holds.
Proof. Note that if the assumptions on the posets Qi , i # [k] hold, then each Qi
is a component of both Pn and P$n . But the only common component of these
posets is the singleton a. Hence the number of occurrences of variables in each term
is the number of vertices in Pn and P$n , namely 4n+2. K
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Corollary 6.12. The sequence Pn , P$n , n1, satisfies all of the hypotheses of
Section 4.1.
Remark 6.13. The following simplification of the metatheorem is quite easy to
prove.
Theorem 6.14 [BE 95]. Suppose that A=[a] and for each n1 there are posets
Pn , P$n in SP(A) which have the following properties:
v P$n is a successor of Pn in the trace order.
v P$n has no nontrivial sequential decomposition.
v There are no nonempty PP$, QQ$ with Pn=PQ, P$n=P$Q$.
v If t, t$ are bimonoid terms containing the variables x1 , ..., xk and if Pn=
t(Q1 , ..., Qk) and P$n=t$(Q1 , ..., Qk) for some posets Qi in SP(A), then |t|>n.
Then for each finite set E of bimonoid inequations, there is a finite ordered
bimonoid SE and an inequation tt$ which is valid in Lg  such that SE is a model
of E but tt$ fails in SE .
Corollary 6.15. Lg is not finitely axiomatizable.
This Corollary was proved in [BE 95] by using a different sequence of posets
Pn , P$n , which made verifying the hypotheses much more difficult.
Proof of Theorem 6.14. Given E, let n be greater than the maximum of the
integers |t|, for all terms appearing in E. Define a bimonoid congruence on SP(A)
by
PtQ  P=Q or |P|, |Q|>N,
where N=|Pn |. Then modify the order on the quotient structure F slightly: PQ
in the quotient structure iff PQ in F except Pn% P$n in SE . The resulting
structure SE is easily seen to be an ordered bimonoid satisfying the requirements.
K
It is much easier to show that the posets Pn , P$n in Section 6 satisfy these simpler
hypotheses than it was to verify all the hypotheses in Section 4.1.
7. OPEN PROBLEMS
v Characterize the ordering on SP(A). In particular, is every poset in SP(A)
cancellative?
v Is there a finite first order theory T whose equational part is the valid
identities in Lang? Note that the equational part of T need not be equivalent to T,
so the compactness theorem does not apply.
v Are there additional natural operations on P7 whose inclusion would result
in a finitely based variety?
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